
Gradus 3 
Mix Verbal/Numerical/ Logic Test by Tor Arne Jørgensen 
 
 
Gradus 3 has a mix design, with both verbal/numerical items. The test has a 
progressive structure for each part. Use of the internet is recommended for the 
verbal part. The numerical part is based on simple math, but the use of 
calculator is also recommended here.  The test consists of a total of four parts. 
First analogy part from easy to harder, second part associations, third part  
there you have two items where i have concealed two cities in between the 
letters, one easy/one hard. The last part is numerical based from easy to hard. 
Sharing information with others regards to the test is forbidden. 
 
 
Two submissions is allowed, and the test is untimed. 
First norm will be set after the first 30 submissions. 
Payment for: 
Preliminary test: Free 
After first normed test: Free 
 
 
Send your: 
Name: 
Age: 
Gender: 
Nationality: 
Prior test scores: 
Email address: 
Send your solutions to: torajor@outlook.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Good luck and enjoy the test! 
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I. Sister : Earth :: Brother : ? 
II. Book : Card :: Check : ? 

III. Eye : Ear :: See : ? 
IV. Big Apple : New York :: Oslo : ? 
V. Rio : Carnival :: New Orleans : ? 

VI. Mail : Web :: Office : ? 
VII. Pine : Pinaceae :: Palm : ? 

VIII. Piece : Break :: Mend : ? 
IX. Plant : Botanist :: Fish : ? 
X. Frisbee : Airbender :: Google : ? 

XI. Human : SSN :: Car : ? 
XII. China : Shanghai :: Croatia : ? 

XIII. Present : Past :: Neontology : ? 
XIV. Finger : Thumb :: adduction : ? 
XV. carucate, bovate, perch, virgate, ? 

XVI. ell, fathom, rod, chain, ? 
XVII. pony, jigger, jack, gill, ? 

XVIII. galaxy, krackel, marathon, payday, ? 
XIX. qovisrpqlvwqpor, scandinavian city ? 
XX. rbpqahrbvyzhaklnqrstuhklrvustgefmnga, european city, ? 

XXI. Pt : 568,2 :: 1,136 : ? 
XXII. Eye : 611227 :: 1161732 : ? 

XXIII. Silver, 7962054, ?, Gold, 751492119, ? 
XXIV. 134217728, 512, ?, ? 
XXV. 134, 341, 475, 950, ?, ? 

XXVI. 2, 24, 246, 2468, ?, ? 
XXVII. 45935, 801870, 15036140, 29072280, ?, ? 

XXVIII. 3, 6, 21, 141, ?, ? 
XXIX. 25, 36, 900, 32400, ?, ? 
XXX. 135689, 339922.25, 16961.125, ? 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
End of test 

 



 
 
 
 


